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“Charles Manson Still Dangerous,” Author Warns

Manson says, “We need another four or five dozen Hitlers”

Today RAWR Publishing Company released comments by author Lawson McDowell,

who cautions against underestimating convicted killer Charles Manson.

“Charles Manson is locked in a California prison, but that doesn’t mean his influence

has diminished,” McDowell says. “It is a mistake to believe his evil is securely locked

away with him. The reality is, Manson still espouses extreme anti-establishment ideas.”

Manson says, “There are too many people in our world. If we’re going to save earth,

we’ll need another four or five dozen Hitlers. One Hitler can’t get the job done, and we

don’t have a lot of time. The Savior Project war and block guns aren’t enough. We need

bigger changes.”

But is anyone listening?

“Whether Manson is serious or not, plenty of people are listening,” says McDowell.

“Manson’s new devotees hang on his every word. His closest disciples boast on the

internet that ‘there are literally thousands of Manson supporters around the world.’“

And, according to Manson’s former prosecutor Vincent Bugliosi and others, Manson has

received more mail than any prisoner in U. S. History.

McDowell communicated with Manson for over two years in interviews for his latest

book, Before He Became A Monster. He explains, “Society must keep its guard up. The

danger is not that Manson will order more brutal murders. The concern is that extremist

supporters might assume inferences and take action. We must not forget the

assassination attempt on President Gerald Ford by Manson devotee Lynette “Squeaky”

Fromme over redwood tree preservation. Fromme was followed 17 days later by Sara

Jane Moore whose gunshot missed Ford by only six inches. Both women received life

sentences for their attempts.”
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“They were good kids,” says Manson when speaking of imprisoned friends. “They gave

up their lives for air, trees, water, and animals.

McDowell’s latest book, Before He Became A Monster, uses fact and speculation to

explore Manson’s troubled adolescence. While the book focuses on events in Omaha,

Nebraska, primarily Manson’s abbreviated stay at Father Flanagan’s legendary Boys

Town, it includes commentary on his controversial trial concluded in 1971.

Author Lawson McDowell lives in Omaha, Nebraska with his wife and family. Before He
Became A Monster is his second historical fiction work.

For additional information and a complete media kit including photos, bio, and a non-
exclusive interview, visit www.lawsonmcdowell.com.
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